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Beathag Hadanish-Isah

Beathag Hadanish-Isah is a Kishargal. She is a player character played by Littlewasp.

Beathag Hadanish-Isah

Species: Kishargal
Gender: Female

Born: 1752 ce, 3rd Month
Age: 52
Clan: Gallve

Occupation: Chief Engineer
Rank: Warrant Officer

Current Placement:

Physical Characteristics

Height: Eight feet, Five inches.

Mass: Three-hundred and twenty pounds.

Build, Skin Color and Skin Pattern: Lanky build with dark blue skin and warm, orange bio-
luminescent spots.

Eyes and ears: Orange eyes, backward curving ears.

Horns: Black horns.

Hair Color: Sunflower yellow.

Tail: Two inches thick.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Low self-esteem, decayed sense of honour, sensitive.
Likes: Reading, hobbies, the occasional cuddle.
Dislikes: Alcohol, narcotics, the lower class.

Background

The only child of a fledgling family, Beathag quickly showed the aptitude for engineering and
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construction that was common to members of the clan Gallve, mixed with a creative, introspective side.
While not exactly a child genius, her family regarded the focused, introverted Beathag as their key to
recognition and status, placing pressure to succeed upon the girl.

Whatever ambitions were had were driven to a halt when, towards the end of her studies, Beathag
cracked under the stress and insulted the daughter of a rival family. When challenged by the other
female's lover, Beathag fled, spending the remaining months of her education in shame; having failed
both herself and her family's expectations.

Having finally finished her studies, Beathag ran away from home, claiming a variety of odd jobs during
her flight to earn a living. At last, she set her sights upon a career in the Navy, hoping that flying away to
the stars would help her escape her inner demons.

Service Record

Beathag has spent the majority of her service time aboard small, non-combat vessels, accumulating
experience and recognition as a competent engineer. Though glory and status was never her goal in
space, when the opportunity arose to stray into the unknown in a position aboard the HMS Harlaech
Castle, she found herself tempted to pursue the position of head engineer.

Skills

Engineering
Construction
Demolitions
Technology Operation
Maintenance and Repair

Beathag also received advanced instruction in mathematics, reading, writing and basic technology use.

Inventory

Beathag has the following personal effects.

Naval Enlisted Kit

Clothing

1 Mess Dress Uniform Set
3 Duty Uniform or Space Service Uniform Set
1 Fine Uniform Seaman's cap
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1 Regular Uniform seaman's cap
5 Undergarments

Weapons

1 Space Service Pistol
6 Rechargeable Shot
1 dagger

Equipment

Comlink

Other Items

Toiletry Kit
Naval Gazette, 3rd month 1803 edition
Other items appropriate for position

OOC Information

In the case littlewasp becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Beathag Hadanish-Isah
Character Owner Littlewasp
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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